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Abstract--The paper presents a methodology of how large-scale macroeconomic odels with rational 
expectations may be linearised, reduced in size and prepared for use in policy design. The linearisation 
procedure offers two extensions over the standard method: a way to treat expectational v riables, and the 
possibility of approximating the step rather than the impulse multipliers as they are generally considered 
to be of more relevance in assessing policy implications. The paper also suggests how one may treat 
unstable non-linear models and obtain linear approaximations. An application i  a large macroeconomet- 
fie model is included to demonstrate the main features of the method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As rational expectations have now become a standard feature of large econometric models, 
model-solution procedures have incorporated computer-intensive algorithms based on the shooting 
technique (Lipton et al., 1982), the multiple iteration scheme (Fisher et al., 1985) or, in some other 
cases, on penalty function methods (Holly and Zarrop, 1983). The following features can be found 
in these methods: 
(i) The computer processing time required by each solution with model-consistent expectations 
is by far larger than the time required in ordinary period-by-period iterations. 
(ii) The reaction pattern of the jumping variables cannot be analytically determined as a function 
of the model dynamics and the expected stream of future exogenous hocks. Thus, important 
characteristics of the rational expectations solutions like the discounting factor of future events, 
the saddle-path condition and the factors determining the intensity of jumps cannot be accurately 
looked at in the nonlinear model. 
(iii) The nonlinear structure of a model and the vast number of variables involved hinders the 
use of most of the analytical techniques that are available for the study of linear economic systems. 
This paper describes how a standard linearisation algorithm for dynamic systems (Maciejowski 
and Vines, 1984) can be modified in order to apply to large economic models with rational (i.e. 
model-consistent) expectations. The linear model approximates the dynamic step multipliers of the 
nonlinear model. These linear approximations are based on the singular value decomposition and 
are therefore robust to small parameter changes and to weak time-dependencies. They are of 
reduced form, in the sense that they produce solutions for only a selected small number of observed 
variables of the model. Nevertheless, they capture the important dynamics of the model. 
Consistent expectations are then easily obtained in the linear system, by using the noniterative, 
analytic solution procedure of Blanchard and Kahn (1980). 
Linear solutions are used back in the nonlinear model to provide either approximately-consistent 
solutions, or assist the specification of the terminal conditions for the expectational variables 
required in the nonlinear procedures. 
In Section 2 the basic properties of the original inearisation algorithm that has been implemented 
by Maciejowski and Vines (1984) are outlined. A number of important limitations are listed that 
call for modifications before the algorithm is applied to rational expectations models. 
Section 3 describes the modified algorithm that approximates the step responses of the full-model 
and Section 4 presents how expectations are treated. Section 5 describes an application to the 
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London Business School quarterly macroeconomic model and compares the linear and nonlinear 
solutions. 
2. LINEAR REDUCTIONS OF LARGE MODELS AND THE ISSUE OF 
EXPECTATIONS 
We present here the basic properties of the linearisation algorithm used for large nonlinear 
models of the economy. We then discuss how this is applied in models with expectational variables 
where expectations are either regressive or model-consistent. 
Notation throughout uses capital letters for vectors of variables of the original nonlinear 
economic model, while lowercase letters are used to denote their counterparts in the linear 
reduction. 
A dynamic model includes in general the following categories of variables: U,--vector of r policy 
instruments determined either exogenously or through specified control rules; V,--vector of l 
exogenous shocks impinging upon the economy; P,--vector of m endogenous variables which are 
not pre-determined and, thus, they are free to react to unanticipated changes of the economic 
environment; P~+~--vector f expectations on the next-period value of Pt, formed at data t; 
Z,--vector of dimension N which includes all the endogenous variables of the model, the modelled 
disturbances and the lags that appear in the model up to period (t - r + 1) where z indicates the 
maximum order of lags in the model. For purposes of generalisation we make Z, so as to include 
the vectors U,, V,, P, and P~+j through simple identities. Vector Z, ~ then includes all the lags 
that appear in the model either on endogenous orexogenous variables. The nonlinear time-varying 
model is described by a vector function of difference quations: 
f,(Z,, Z,_~, P~+,, P,, Ut, V~, t) = 0. (1) 
In a policy exercise we are interested in a number of q variables Y, which are either selected from 
vector Z, or formed as combinations of them: 
Y, = FZ,, (2) 
where F is a constant selection operator. Model (1) is typically solved over a finite period of time 
T with the exogenous variables taking either (a) their historical values when period T is referred 
to the past, or, (b) the predicted values when the model is used for forecasting purposes. 
We define this kind of solution to represent the base run with which simulations of the controlled 
economy will be compared. Allowing for constant adjustments bythe single-equation-residuals the 
base run is given by 
ft(Zt, Zt_l,~tt.l,P,, U,, V,,t)=O. (3) 
When expectations are assumed consistent, he above solution should be obtained under the 
consistency condition Pf+ l., = P,÷~ for every t in which there was no unanticipated change in the 
economy. 
The aim is to obtain a satisfactory linear and time-invariant approximation of the nonlinear 
model described in (1). This linear model may be reduced to represent the dynamics of only the 
observed variables Yt and the nonpredetermined variables P, as they respond to policy instruments 
and exogenous shocks. 
The reduced linear model serves two purposes: 
(a) It enables the design of policy schemes to employ the powerful analytical techniques of 
classical and optimal control theory that are available for linear systems. 
(b) When the model is to be solved under the assumption of consistent expectations, the linear 
model can be used to obtain analytic saddle-path solutions for the nonpredetermined variables by 
using the well-known method of Blanchard and Kahn (1980). As explained later, these linear 
solutions provide approximate solution paths for the nonlinear model and can be used instead of, 
or to improve the performance of, the computer-intensive m thods typically employed by the large 
models. 
The linearisation algorithm isbased on the balanced realisation technique which long before has 
been used in engineering applications of modelling. Kung (1978) has devised an algorithm for 
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discrete-time systems and Maciejowski and Vines (1984) have implemented the algorithm so as to 
give linear systems with impulse responses closely approximating the dynamic multipliers of 
variables Y, from a temporary shock on the exogenous variables Ut and V,. 
Details of the algorithm can be found in the work mentioned above; here we merely state the 
basic properties of the reduced linear model: 
(i) The order of the linear system is minimal in the sense that it does not include superfluous 
dynamics; see Kailath (1980) for the relevant definitions. 
(ii) The linear system is balanced in the sense that the controllability and the observability matrix 
are full-rank and their Grammians are equal. 
(iii) The linearisation relies on the singular value decomposition of the Hankel matrix, which 
is constructed by the time responses I:t(i,j) of output i at time t which are due an impulse 
perturbation of inputj. Circumflex notation is used to express level or proportional deviations from 
base values as 
f,= r , -  r, 
The Hankel matrix is defined as 
- [ I7o (i,j)] 
H = [Y '  (i,j)] 
[]TT(/,j)] 
or L = (Y, IF,- 1). (4) 
[IT¿(i,J)] " ' "  [ ? r ( i , J ) ]  
[~W, J ) ]  . . .  o 
0 0 
O) 
where Jt = [~'t(i,j)] denotes the matrix with (i, j) elements. 
Singular value decomposition is generally known to be more robust against parameter changes 
in a matrix than the corresponding eigenvalue decomposition. As a consequence, the linear model 
of the approximation remains robust when small parameter changes are considered in the nonlinear 
model. This property is particularly important as it implies that weak time dependencies in the 
model do not seriously affect the dynamics of the approximation, when a particular time period 
is chosen to start the simulation. 
(iv) The order of reduction in the linear approximation is chosen so as to achieve an acceptable 
discrepancy between the time responses of the linear and the nonlinear system. Denoting the 
state-space matrices of the linear system as (AL, BL, CL, D,J, the order n is selected by looking at 
the error of the approximation: 
E = E ~ E [ ~'t(i,j) - yt(i, j) l  2, (6) 
t i j 
where Y, is the observed outcome of the linear system: 
[u,] (7a) Xt+I= ALXt"~'BL  t) t ' 
and input variables u, and v, correspond to the appropriately defined perturbations of U, and Vt 
in model (1). When inputs are unit impulses, the responses are the Markov parameters, DL for t ---- 0 
and CL A [- IBL for t > 0. 
State vector xt is a compressed expression of the endogenous vector of the nonlinear model and, 
therefore bears no apparent economic interpretation. Following the analysis of Moore (1981), the 
state vector xt may be seen as the vector of principal components of the original system. 
(v) The stability matrix AL of the linear system has by construction singular values less than unit, 
and therefore isasymptotically stable since all eigenvalues will be strictly within the unit circle. The 
method is, thus, efficiently applied only for nonlinear models which are themselves asymptotically 
stable, i.e. the solution Y, returns gradually to the base trajectories after the exogenous perturbation 
is over. 
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However satisfactory properties (i)-(iii) or the size of the error in (iv) might be, it is condition 
(v) which severely limits the practical applicability of the algorithm into larger economic models. 
The reasons for the asymptotic stability not holding may be the following: 
(a) The existence of particular nonlinearities, that produce asymptotic offsets to temporary 
shocks. 
For example consider the simple nonlinear structure 
Y, -  Y,-I 2 U , -  U,_l - + (other). L u , l  
When a temporary proportional shock is applied to U, we shall have 
00 =,o0, 0,=0 
Considering proportional deviations I7, = (Y , /Y , _  1 
subtracting from (8) its base counterpart: 
L= L , + ,~ (u , /~ ,_ , )  YtlYt_l 
with responses 
(8) 
for t ~>1. 
--1) the following formula is obtained by 
(1 + L_ , )  0 ' -  0 ' - '  
1 + Ut - ,  ' (9) 
170 = E2~0, 
= E2/7o - 
/ 
?, \ 
YJ + c2y021 "]
I+E )#0,  
where for simplicity we set ~, = (U,/U, _ 1 ) / (  Yt / Yt - 1 )" 
If base trajectories are such that 70-~ 71, the above expressions result in serious steady-state 
offsets for deviations 17,. Even when Y0 = ~1 offsets will still be present hough of an order c 2. 
Observe that these offsets are generated without he system being necessarily unstable. These offsets 
may render the linearisation algorithm completely inefficient as they introduce verlasting error 
terms in expression (6). 
In contrast, step changes in input variables do not generate offsets. Given that the nonlinear 
model is not explosive, we set U, = EO, for every t and obtain from (9) the finite responses: 
I:'0 = E2~0, 
17,= 17,-1 for every t1>l. 
The adoption of step multipliers to represent the dynamics of the economy seems to overcome the 
problem of offsets. It may be further justified by the following considerations: modelling the 
impulse multipliers might introduce serious base trajectory dependencies in the results. This is due 
to the fact that if the impulse multipliers are asymptotically vanishing, they are significant mainly 
in the beginning of the solution period. Linear approximations thus tend to reflect this time- 
biasedness and as a consequence may not adequately represent the behaviour of the model in later 
periods. These dynamics might be of particular importance when solving under consistent 
expectations and the future is weakly discounted. Thus a more appropriate choice would be to 
consider step multipliers howing the response of observed variables. Step responses are also more 
suitable when one considers policies pursuing permanent changes in the behaviour of target 
variables or fighting the effect of undesirable permanent shocks. 
The methodology of obtaining linear reduced models to approximate the step multipliers is 
presented in the next section. 
(b) The presence of integrators in the model, typically occurring with simple stock-adjustment 
processes like 
Y, = Y,-t + (flows). (10) 
When the stock variable does not adequately feedback on the rest of the model, its behaviour 
becomes border-line stable, and a nonzero steady-state d viation appears after an only-temporary 
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shock is applied. Unlike the previous case (a), step changes in exogenous variables generate 
ever-rising responses of Yr. 
Finally, there might be a case of clear instability: 
(c) As it has been shown in Christodoulakis et al. (1987) open-economy models that include 
dynamics for the stock of national and private wealth are bound to exhibit instability, unless a 
proper stabilisation fiscal or monetary policy is adopted. In yet other models tructural instability 
might be caused by the quick response of the price mechanism to shocks. To overcome the 
structural instability of the nonlinear model, one can use simple stabilisation rules to change 
instruments U, according to the behaviour of the observed variables Y,, If the model is thus 
stabilised a linear approximation can be obtained. The ad hoc rules may either be taken out in the 
linear model, or counted for together with the policy rules which are to be devised for the 
instruments. Details of this procedure are described in the next section. 
Having faced the above problems, we now consider the treatment of expectations in the 
linearisation procedure. 
Probably the major problem in linearising a large model arises when expectations are assumed 
to be model-consistent. If a simulation to a shock is obtained under consistent expectations, then 
the linear approximation can be used only for reproducing similar exogenous shocks but not for 
designing policy rules for the instrument variables. 
This happens because, even in a linear model, the reaction function of the free variables is not 
linear to the policy structure. To put it in other words, the model does not remain unchanged under 
different policy environments, asthe famous Lucas's critique has effectively demonstrated (1976). 
On the other hand if the appropriate reaction of free variables P, does not take place, but 
expectations are nevertheless consistent by letting Pt = P~, t - l ,  the model becomes unstable. This 
is because rational expectations models typically possess the saddle-path property that requires as 
many unstable roots as the number of free variables in order to generate unique solutions. 
A simple way to deal with this problem is to invalidate the consistency condition by treating 
either the expectational variable P~+~ or the actual free variables/~, as exogenous. Which one is 
chosen depends merely on the form in which model equations are written as to determine either 
the actual value of the variable at period t or its expected value for the next period. The other 
variable is let to vary endogenously. The exogenised variable is subject o step changes as the other 
exogenous inputs, while its endogenous counterpart is included in the vector observed variables. 
The invalidated model is likely to be stable, since unstable roots are usually associated with the 
equations for expectational variables and the consistency ofexpectations. If not, ad hoc stabilising 
rules should be adopted in the way described before. Thus, a linear reduced approximation may 
now be obtained without any specific assumption about expectations. Consistency on expectations 
in the linear model is imposed by simple setting P,+~ = P,+ ~ and applying now analytic saddle-path 
solution techniques. 
Apart from enabling the linear reduction algorithm to be efficiently carried out, the aforemen- 
tioned treatment of expectational variables is particularly useful when the system is to be 
investigated under different assumptions on expectations. For example, any adaptive process of the 
form 
=E 
J 
can be easily incorporated and analysed in the state-space form (7). 
Further technical details of how to handle xpectational variables during linearisation are given 
in Section 4. 
3. A METHOD APPROXIMATING STEP MULTIPLIERS 
3. I. Asymptotically stable models 
By applying permanent changes to the exogenous variables U, and V, we obtain the step 
multipliers ~(i , j ) .  If the nonlinear model is asymptotically stable, then the long-run solution I7® 
is finite and the deviations from the long-run defined as 
= f,, (l l) 
C.A.M.W.A. 18/6-7~K 
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are asymptotically vanishing. Long-term multipliers to unit step changes are given by the matrix 
-0(1). ]-' 
S~ = [Y~o(i,J)] "U(r).. , (12) 
"12(I) 
where O(j) and 12(j) represent permanent shocks of the various exogenous inputs. Step changes 
in linear inputs u, and vt are set equal to the changes of model input variables U, and 17" t respectively 
and therefore (11) is written in vector form as 
.3, 
Following the algorithm of Maciejowski and Vines (1984) a linear model may now be constructed 
so as to approximate the vanishing responses I ~, in the sense of expression (6). Inputs to this linear 
system are now the corresponding deviations U and P from their permanent changes. They are 
easily modelled as impusle shocks at t = 0 and are therefore set as first-order differences (A) of the 
changes in U, and V,. The state-space equations are written as 
F u'l (14a) "~,+ I = AL '~,  = BL/Av, / 
. FAu,1 ~,= CLX, + DelAy, I ' L  J (14b) 
This system, like (7), is asymptotically stable. 
Considering the auxiliary state variables 
CT=EuT_,~L,] 
form the augmented system 
~,+,J 
(15) 
-B[1F~, ] FBLIFU,], 
o JL¢,J + L I JL~,J 
)~,=[Q --DL] ~, + LV, J 
(16a) 
y,= cx, + DFu'l, (18b) LV,J 
oq 
C=[-CL  DL], D=S~-DL.  (18d) 
The impact multipliers of the linear model are given by matrix D. They accurately represent the 
impact multipliers of the nonlinear model I7"0 by simply setting 
DL = S~ - I7"0. (19a) 
where 
Linear approximations y, of the step responses Y, are obtained in a way similar to (13) as 
yt= s~Fu'l +.g,. (17) 
LV,A 
T z ~T T Defining the augmented state vector xx =[x, ¢, ] we finally obtain the linear system 
x,+, = Ax, + BFu'I, (lZa) LV,J 
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Matrix A is asymptotically stable, since A L is such. Letting tgoing to infinity and x,+~ ~ x, we easily 
verify that 
s [u'l= e. (19b) 
Y~ = =Lv, J  
Therefore the long-term multipliers of the linear model are always equal to those of the nonlinear 
model. 
Observe that impact and long-term multipliers are accurately represented by the linear model, 
no matter what the order of the linear reduction is. The latter is chosen only in order to 
satisfactorily approximate the intermediate multipliers. 
3.2. The operation of ad hoc stabilisation rules in unstable models 
When a nonlinear model produces explosive simulations to step perturbations of exogenous 
variables, a simple rule for the instruments should be found before the linearisation procedure is 
applied. We call these rules ad hoc to distinguish them from policy rules that pursue well-defined 
economic targets. In contrast, ad hoc rules have the mere technical purpose to render an 
asymptotically stable model. 
A simple way to devise and operate the ad hoc rule is to think of the policy instrument as "split" 
into two parts Ut =/4, + IV,. The first part H, is used for the ad hoc rule, while the second is devoted 
to the policy task. 
A linear ad hoc rule would preferably operate only on observed variables o that it is possible 
to unwind it, if necessary, at the later stage of policy design. 
The simplest case would be to consider proportional ad hoc rules with no instrument lags, i.e. 
H,=K, Yr. 
To unwind this rule one only has to set W~ = -K~ I", + ff't and immediately recovers the original 
instrument U, as input to the model, since U, = I~,. 
If a linear system (A, B, C, D) as in (18) is obtained with W as an input it takes only a few matrix 
manipulations to establish the following linear approximation of the original system (1) with U, 
as an instrument: 
x,+, = (a - B, KoC)x, + [S ,~ 
y, = (C - D, Ko C)x, + [D, Ko 
where K0 = (I + K1DI )-J 
u' (20a) B 2 - B, KoD2] v, 
4. THE TREATMENT OF CONSISTENT EXPECTATIONS 
4.1. Linearisation procedure 
We describe here how either expectational variables P~+ 1, or variables P, on which expectations 
are formed can be treated as exogenous inputs in order to efficiently implement the linearisation 
algorithm in models with consistent expectations. These two procedures are equivalent with each 
other. 
To illustrate the procedure let us first consider P~+~ as exogenous, and follow the linearisation 
algorithm to obtain a state-space system of the form r'l x,+l=.; lx,+ ~ v, , 
E,] u] Yt = Cx~ + , ,
¢ 
(21a) 
(21b) 
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where p = P, - P, state vector x, is of dimension n, determined by the desired discrepancy in 
expression (6). It represents a compressed expression of vector Z, in the original model, with no 
easy interpretation of economic meaning. It is however, considered as predetermined with initial 
conditions x0 = 0. 
We now conformally partition matrices B, C and/ )  as 
= [ z~, B2 & ] 
(nxr) (nx/) (nxm) 
LC2J(m x n) 
F I /) 
I--, I / - - t -m- I  
After some straightforward matrix manipulations we arrive at the familiar representation of 
rational expectations models: 
pX'+:]=A[;:]+BFU'l, (22a) 
i+ kv,J 
where 
[-4 -/~3/)2;' C2 /}3/)2;'-] (23a) 
A= -/)2d2 /)2 J' 
C = [(~, - / ) ,3 / )5 '  C2 /),3/)2;'1, (23c) 
D = [/),, / ) ,21- /)13/)5' [/)21 O221. (23d) 
In case that the actual variable P, is kept exogenous, while its expeetational counterpart is observed 
in the output vector, the linear approximation would give the state-space system 
x, + I = Axt + J3 , (24a) 
Yt = t~x, +/ )  . (24b) 
I+, 
Partitioning the matrices B, 6" and/5 in a similar way as before, the same form as (22) would now 
be obtained by setting 
A = C2 D23J (25a) 
/)22J (25b) 
C = [t~ /~,3], (25c) 
D = [/)n /)lz]. (25d) 
4.2. Consistent solutions in the linear model 
By setting p,+~ = p~+, saddle path solution for the free variables may now be obtained through 
the method of Blanchard and Khan 0980). 
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The diagonal transformation of matrix A in equation (22) yields 
A= T-l[ AI A2]T (26a) 
r=rT, l=r r,, r' l, (26b) 
Lrd LT,, T..J 
with /12 denoting the Jordan block of unstable igenvalues and the eigenvector matrix T being 
conformaUy partioned. When the number of unstable roots (i.e. with magnitude xceeding unit) 
equal the number of free variables, then the unique-solution of the reaction function is given by 
• U e . 
j=o LV,+jJ 
The state vector and the endogenous variables are then determined by 
[1 , Xo = O, (28a) xt+I=AIIxt+ AI2Pt+[BII BI2] I), 
yt = C[; ' I  + [D , D2][::I. (28b) 
Partitions correspond to the matrices of system (22) and are 
=F A'I "q =F"" B'"l 
A LA2, A22J and B LB,,, B22J" (28c) 
Expression (27) may now be used to obtain compact analytic solutions for specific kinds of shocks. 
Two interesting special cases may be considered when future changes in instruments or shocks 
(ut and v, respectively) are perceived as either permanent or temporary: 
(i) Temporary changes. Putting u~+j = v~+j= 0 for every j = 1, 2 . . .  the reaction function 
becomes 
- (T@' T~,)xt - T~z' A~' T2B[::]. (29) p,= 
Putting u~+j = u* and vt+j = v* for every j = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  the series of (ii) Permanent changes. 
discounted expectations are explicitly summed up to give 
(30) 
Expression (28) can now be combined with (29), (30) or the more general reaction function (27) 
to provide linear consistent solutions for the jumping variables, in situations where permanent 
temporary or of any kind changes are expected in the exogenous parts of the model. 
Expression (27) can also assist he solution procedure in the nonlinear model, in a way described 
below. 
4.3. Pseudo-consistent solutions for the nonlinear model 
There are two ways to make use of the linear-solution (27) and (28) in order to solve the nonlinear 
model with consistent expectations, under the assumption that the policy regime has not changed 
from the base run. 
(a) In models linearised by form (24) a solution of the full-model is obtained in which free 
variables remain exogenised and are set using the values of the linear solution (27), as 
p,=p,+ p,. (3D 
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The expectational variables pe+j are solved endogenously. This solution will be considered as 
approximately-consistent whenever P~+~ emerge very close to the exogenously set P,+~ in all time 
periods t/> 0. 
(b) In models linearised by form (24), a solution of the full model is obtained by setting the 
exogenous expectations P~+ ~ through the one-period-advanced expression of (31): 
P~+l =pt+ i + J~,+l, for t =0, 1 . . . .  
At the beginning of the solution period, the endogenous variables must also be exogenised and then 
perturbed by the jump determined by (27) for t = 0 and x0 = 0: 
p0 = T~'A~ 2• AjT2Br ~Jl. (32) 
j=0 L~J 
Now it is the variables P, that are solved endogenously in the nonlinear model for t = 1, 2 . . . .  The 
quality of the approximate consistency is judged as before. 
Both methods (a) and (b) give approximately-consistent solutions. When a fully-consistent 
solution is sought for the nonlinear model, linear expressions (27) may be used to supply the 
terminal conditions for the nonpredetermined variables. In other common solution methods for 
rational expectations models (see for example Minford and Peel, 1983), terminal conditions try to 
impose long-run stationarity by specifying that jumping variables hould finally reach either: (i) 
a constant level, (ii) a constant growth rate, or (iii) a given fixed value at the terminal period. 
The computer-intensive m thods try to determine the initial jump that is compatible with the 
terminal specifications. There are certain shortcomings in such an approach. First, there is no 
economic justification for opting a particular value for condition (iii). The first two conditions are 
more general but they respectively assume that the model has reached its long-term stage within 
the specified solution period. When the model is characterised byslow dynamics [see for an example 
Christodoulakis and Weale (1987)], there is good reason to assume that this is not the case. 
In contrast, he linear solutions obtained as in (27) are by construction stationary in the long-run. 
Assuming that the base trajectory of (3) is long-run stationary, it follows that perturbed simulations 
of the nonlinear model using pseudo-consistent solutions described in (a) and (b) above are also 
stationary. 
The terminal values PT = PT + Pr in this solution are justified on the grounds that it belongs to 
a stationary trajectory of an approximate solution of the nonlinear model. 
This procedure could be further improved upon. The initial choice of the shooting algorithms 
can be based on (32) and the full-model is then solved under fully consistent expectations and 
terminal conditions as before. 
We note however that the above suggestions apply only when one wants to study the effect of 
exogenous changes in instruments ordisturbances under the same policy regime as in the base run 
solution (3). If new policy structures are introduced and instruments Utbehave ndogenously the 
consistent solution would look different from (3) even with no additional shock to exogenous 
disturbances. 
5. AN APPLICATION TO THE LBS MODEL 
The linearisation algorithm of Section 3 has been successfully applied in the nonlinear quarterly 
econometric model of the British economy that is used in the London Business School. 
The following assignment of input and observed variables was made from variables of the full 
LBS model. Whenever variables are put together in brackets, they are meant o change in the same 
way and by equal amounts during the simulations. 
Variables denoting percentage rates are shocked additively, while flow or index variables are 
shocked proportionally in percent units. Finally. The notation ca(.) is used to represent exogenous 
additive shocks on variables which otherwise continue to behave ndogenously: 
[ (EEGG, PROC, INGG, IHG, IPCOR) 1 
U, = RLB 
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v,= 
"(TRY, NIRATE2) 
(VATS, VATP, VATL) 
IPW 
POIL$ 
TRYC 
RSW 
WWPI 
ca(AEM) 
~= 
IGDP 1 
1PC* BAL/GDP ~ M 
100 • PSBR G---D-ff-4~ 'l 
GDP # M [P° 1 , Pt= PE . PGILT 
Input variables U, include a unified instrument of government spending, and long-term interest rate 
RLB. Variables V, include the direct tax rates TRY and NITRATE2 moving by the same amount, 
and then the three indirect ax rates also moving together. To study the effect of demand and supply 
shocks, we included the variables representing world trade (IPW), oil price (POIL$) and World 
Price Index (WWPI). Other interesting simulations may include shocks in world interest rates 
(RSW), corporation tax (TRYC) or in the level of average manufacturing earnings (AEM). 
In the linear model one would observe the behaviour of output, the price index, the Balance of 
Payments and the PSBR as percentage points of the Base Solution Money GDP and Money GDP 
itself. The scaling to base run Money GDP was in order to obtain sensible numbers for those two 
variables which show a typical erratic behavior with negative and positive values. 
In the LBS model, there are three expectational variables (POE, PEE and PGE) for the exchange 
rate, the price of equities and the price of gilts respectively. They are held exogenous in normal 
solution procedures, while the corresponding actual variables are solved endogenously. This 
corresponds to the first case in Section 3.2. 
After applying successive permanent shocks to input variables, a linear approximation like 
system (21) was obtained. As the responses of the full model were bounded no ad hoc stabilising 
rule was required. 
The linear system is meant o approximate he dynamic step multipliers of the nonlinear model, 
and, as shown in Section 3.1, this results in state-space matrices of the form (19a) and (19b). The 
order of matrix A was finally selected to be n = 25, including the trivial zero part. 
To demonstrate he closeness of the linear system of order to the full LBS model with 479 
endogenous variables, we plot the time series I~, (1, 2) and ~'t (3, 1), and compare them with their 
linear approximations. 
The first plot corresponds to the response of GDP to a permanent shock of RLB (here falls by 
2 percentage units), and is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows how the Balance of Payments expressed 
as percent of Base Solution Money GDP changes when all variables of government spending rise 
by 1%. 
Both figures show that the impact responses are accurately picked up, and that the steady-state 
of the linear solution coincides with an extrapolative trend of the nonlinear deviations. The 
intermediate dynamics are less satisfactory. However, one can improve upon them by using 
appropriate scaling for the combinations of responses Yt(i,j), he/she wishes to depict more 
accurately. 
Solutions under consistent expectations require first that the system is put into form (22), by 
re-arranging matrices as in expressions (23a-d). 
The linear system (22) is found to satisfy the saddle-path property (here 3 unstable roots) and 
thus was solved under consistent expectations as in expressions (27) and (28). 
Then the linear solutions for the jumping variables were used as in Section 4-3 to obtain 
pseudo-consistent or fully-consistent solutions in the nonlinear model. For the sake of demonstra- 
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Fig. 1. Percent deviations of GDP from baserun values 
when RLB falls by two units and expectational variables are 
held exogenous ( × nonlinear LBS model; • linear model). 
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Fig. 2. Level deviations from baserun values of the balance 
of payments caled as a percent of baserun GDP ~ M, when 
all government spending variables rise by 1% and expecta- 
tions are held exogenous ( × LBS model; • linear model). 
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tion we report here two simulations obtained by successively shocking: (a) government spending 
by 1% upwards; (b) price of oil by 10% upwards. 
Figures 3-5 show the time profiles of the jumping variables PO, PE and PGILT respectively in 
these two simulations. Each picture contains the outcome of the following three solution 
procedures: 
--LIN: expectational variables remain exogenous and set to the linear solutions (27). Jumping 
variables were exogenised in the first period (here 8703 and their jump was set as in expression (31). 
They remain endogenous afterwards. 
--TC: the nonlinear model is solved under consistent expectations but the terminal conditions 
for the levels of the expectational variables POE PEE and PGE were chosen from the linear 
solution. 
If it happens that solutions LIN are close to solutions of the type TC, then it is reasonable to 
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Fig. 3(a). Cons is tent  so lu t ions  and  approx imat ions  fo r  the  
exchange rate variables PO under 1% rise in government 
spending (•  LIN; × TC; 0 LBS). 
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Fig. 3(b). Consistent and approx imate  so lu t ions  fo r  
exchange rate variable PO under I0% rise in the price of oil 
POLLS (•  LIN; x TC; C) LBS). 
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Fig. 4(a), Consistent and approximate solutions for price of  
equities (PE) under 1% rise in government spending 
(Q LIN; x TC; O LBS). 
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Fig. 4(b). Consistent and approximate solutions for price of 
equities (PE) under 1% rise in POIL$ (O LIN; x TC; 
© LBS). 
consider that the former are indeed acceptable (and by any means cheaper in computer units) 
approximations to consistent solutions. 
--LBS: the nonlinear model is solved under consistent expectations, and with terminal 
conditions as in standard forecast runs of the LBS model. In particular, they require that at the 
last period of the solution (here 9504) variables PO and PGILT reach a constant growth rate and 
variable PEa  constant level. 
This solution is obtained merely to compare the terminal conditions et in the two procedures. 
In all the Figures olutions "LIN" and "TC" are very close to each other. Thus, the linear model 
can be trusted to represent the important dynamics of the full model, at least as far as the exogenous 
shock are of a reasonable magnitude and do not excite particular nonlinearities in the model. 
Solutions "TC" and "LBS" differentiate by the end of the period, and this is due to the fact 
that terminal conditions are differently specified. The discrepancy is most pronounced in the 
behaviour of the exchange rate. As the linear solution is by construction going to be long-run 
stationary (in relation to the base run trajectory), one might conclude from this discrepancy that 
the solution period 8703-9504 is not enough for the exchange rate to reach a constant growth rate. 
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Fig. 5(a). Consistent and approximate solutions and ap- 
proximations for price of gilts (PGILT) under 1% rise in 
government spending (0  LIN; x TC; O LBS). 
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Fig. 5(b). Consistent and approximate solutions for price of 
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6. SYNOPSIS  
When a policy exercise involves large nonlinear econometric models, and alternative assumptions 
about expectational regimes linearisation algorithms will help to obtain analytic solutions, rather 
than having to embark on computer-intensive nonlinear techniques. The procedure involves the 
following steps: 
(a) Construction of  a linear model which approximates the dynamic step multipliers of  the 
nonlinear model, when either the expectational or the actual free variables are exogenised. Such 
an exogenisation breaks the consistency condition. 
(b) When the invalidated nonlinear model is unstable, ad hoc stabilisation rules must be supplied 
during the linearisation procedure. Later on, they are either unwound in the design stage, or are 
properly incorporated with the policy rules. 
(c) Obtaining analytical inear solutions under model-consistent expectations. Approximately- 
consistent expectations in the nonlinear model are obtained by feeding the linear solution of  free 
variables back to the exogenised (expectational or actual) variable. When fully-consistent expecta- 
tions are sought, the linear solution can provide the terminal conditions for expectational variables 
int he nonlinear model. 
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